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This information sheet 
is supplementary to the 
online modules on the 
programme business 
case.

The Business Case Approach (BCA) capabilities 
introduced in the point of entry phase continue to be 
applied as you develop the business case. 

Read more below about how they are applied in the 
programme business case (PBC) phase.

Groundwork and context
Groundwork and context relates to your enquiry into what the potential problems or 
opportunities are, the likely benefits of investing in addressing them, and determining the 
scope and connectivity of potential work.

Be prepared for the development of a PBC to be non-linear and iterative. You may well 
continue to collect evidence and refine problem statements throughout the process as 
your understanding changes and develops. Investing time in getting things right the first 
time is good practice.

It’s advisable to do some preparatory work before workshops in this phase, in particular 
when the longlist of alternatives and options is evaluated, to help identify a recommended 
programme.

Think about listing all the alternatives and options that may have been identified in 
previous workshops as well as through other sources, such as suggestions from the public 
or engagement with community groups.

Consider using a map or diagram to explain these alternatives and options, and use the 
SMART investment objectives to create criteria for measuring if they address the agreed 
problems. SMART objectives are specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-
bound.

The better your groundwork, the more you enable yourself to explore alternatives and 
options. Don’t rely on doing it all from your desk – moving around to talk to different 
people will help get different perspectives. It will also make it easier for you to find and 
interpret evidence.
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Relationship management
Relationship management is important for engaging stakeholders in a meaningful way 
and ensuring the right people are in the room for discussions or workshops to define 
problems and benefits.

In the PBC phase, it is essential to encourage stakeholders to be creative and innovative, 
and to make genuine contributions, especially when reviewing the strategic assessment 
and context, and exploring possible alternatives and options.

All stakeholders should feel that their input is important and that all ideas produced in 
developing the PBC are captured for discussion and evaluation. 

Structure
Structure helps in making sure you have gained the approvals required for time and 
resources, and in understanding the level of complexity and risk of the proposal, and what 
kind of governance structure is required as a proposal develops.

It’s not too early to start asking questions, such as:

 – What will a governance structure look like for a recommended or preferred 
programme?

 – What approvals will be required? How will they be coordinated if multiple agencies are 
involved?

 – What is the likely makeup of a project team?

 – Will people with specific skills need to be engaged?

 – What kind of cost outlines are required?

As you develop the PBC, thinking about approvals, ownership and governance becomes 
more and more important. 

You can apply the BCA structure capability to planning and preparing for workshops, in 
particular determining:

 – how many to have

 – stakeholders’ experience and capabilities

 – the scale of the proposal.

Having a well thought out engagement plan in place will help in planning and developing 
workshops. If you don’t already have an engagement plan, check for templates that your 
organisation already has, and talk to internal staff involved in stakeholder engagement 
and/or communications.


